A signal achievement of the past half-century of theatre and performance research has been the emancipation of performance from its supposed "subordination to the primacy of the text" (Lehmann 21).
I would call it, dovetails neatly with the democratizing impulses that animated many of the "emancipations" and "liberations" of performance from writing and writing from performance, whether these sought to broaden the coalition of performances beyond a text-based minority (performance studies) 12 ; to insist on the freedom of the actor with respect to the text (Goldman, et al.) and on Benjamin Bennett's titular claim that "All Theatre is Revolutionary Theatre"; or to rescue writing from performance and for the study where it can be perused, interpreted, and deliberated upon in ways that challenge the "coercively timebound sequence of performance" (Berger, "Text against Performance" 51). In all of these cases, however, it is precisely writing in performance that represents the un-or anti-democratic scenario. In Hamlet, by contrast, the (in)digestion of writing in performance democratizes the theatrical scene. As we turn to the text, we might put the matter thus: if, for Worthen, dramatic performance is in technical, economic terms as the putting to work of the tools of writing-he also calls these tools, as I will, "agencies" of writing (Drama 24)-Hamlet asks what happens if we take our metaphors for dramatic performance out of the office, out of the factory, and to the party, the protest, and the debate.
The Well Digested Blurb
11 I use "dramaturgy" to indicate the whole process of dramatic performance from composition through performance to reception. 12 See, recently, Sack who emphasizes the radical potentialities unleashed by unscripted performance.
I heard thee speak me a speech once-but it was never acted, or, if it was, not above once, for the play I remember pleased not the million, 'twas caviare to the general. But it was, as I received it, and others whose judgements in such matters cried in the top of mine, an excellent play, well digested in the scenes, set down with as much modesty as cunning. I remember one said there were no sallets in the lines to make the matter savoury nor no matter in the phrase that might indict the author of affection but called it an honest method. (Hamlet, 2.2.372-381)
Let us begin by examining the metaphor that organizes the play's modeling of writing's-literature's-participation in performance: digestion. Doing so will situate our discussion in relation to some of the play's well-known reflections on theatre, including on the role of the clown; on Hamlet's show-passing within; and on the connection (or disconnection) between Hamlet's enunciations of performance theory and his and his play's performance practice. In relation these widely studied issues 13 , my own claim can be simply stated: we ought to pay more attention to the specificity and independence of Hamlet's first and less famous 14 statement on dramatic theory.
I call this earlier statement Hamlet's "Blurb" for its resemblance to the promotional copy on book jackets and to distinguish it from his later, more famous Advice to the Players. For
Hamlet, as for most commentators, his two statements point together towards a common goal: a judiciously composed and enacted scene that "hold [s] . . . the mirror up to Nature" (3.2. [21] [22] and that, in doing so, will be well received by the judicious and the sophisticated. And yet, the savoury sallet, even if it clowns, might precisely demur at performance through its destined digestion. The metaphors of "caviare" and "savouriness" activate the gastronomical sense of "sallet" and, if it is digested in this sense, the sallet would be conducted into the play's paradigmatic zone of perceptual challenge: "that within" to which Hamlet lays claim and which, in his account, "passes show" (1.2.85). By plunging the clown into Hamlet's 18 Clowns were generally "aligned with the lower bodily stratum," as in John Marston's Histriomastix, Or The Player Whipped in which "the 'common' actors" engaged in clowning are given "names such as "Gutt," "Belch," and "Gulch" (Hillman 46). 19 On the fraught relationship between Hamlet's prescriptions and his performances see Weimann, "Mimesis"; Weimann, Author's Pen, 18-28 and 151-79.
"within," the sallet would enact an inscrutable populism and doubly challenge playgoer perception: insofar as it is linked to the clown, it aspires to challenge playgoer perception through distracting antics; insofar as it is digested, it slips into a show-passing, interior space.
The sallet, on this account, splices together two of the play's most famous and most opposed theatrical figures: the show-interrupting clown and the show-passing "within." The Blurb, I would argue, stages precisely this genetic recombination of clown and "within," and it does so through its own infiltration by overwrittenness. In the second of the Blurb's prohibitions, Hamlet recounts the outlawing of "matter in the phrase to indict the author of affection." We have glossed this as a prohibition against "affectation" and affected language (cf. 2.2.381n), but in this moment Hamlet indulges in-or stumbles into-a punning connection between "matter"
and "mater," the Latin for "mother." Hamlet thus warns playwrights against not only "of affectation" but also "of affection" manifested through "mother in the phrase." The mother/mater pun will be explicitly activated in Act Three when Hamlet declares, "but to the matter-my mother" (3.2.316), but its presence here is confirmed by the "sallet." We have seen this term name overwrittenness, but it is itself overwritten. The first definition of the term given in the OED is not the possibly "spicy" "variety of ingredients" suggested above but, in reference to "medieval armor, a light globular headpiece" (OED 1a); in the hands of Thomas Heywood, the term was made to refer "jocularly . . . to a measure for wine" (OED 1b; 1599, original emphasis).
Hamlet's prohibition against "sallets" is haunted by a prohibition against the poison/wine-filled helmet of his father. Through overwrittenness, the "sallet" and "matter" coalesce into a furtive version of Hamlet's family tree.
questions of a moment or of a play. There can be no certainty whether we are like Lamord or Phaeton, the Trojans or simply the hobby-horse in our efforts to bring overwrittenness in relation to performance. We might think that our "prophetic soul[s]" are virtuosically seizing significance "as swift / As meditation or the thoughts of love" (1.5.40, 29-30), but we might just be performing a mockery morris dance of comprehension and interpretation amidst the sheer bandwidth of dramatic performance. From this, however, we need not deduce the superiority of the "decelerated" reader. Instead, we ought to admit that although we may not be able to catch every overwritten agency before it achieves escape velocity past our emancipated ears-we may not even try! we might make a hash of it!-we will have the opportunity to seize on the "literariness" of the play before it gallops into the study. We will also have the opportunity to talk about these efforts (with our friends! at a party!). The uncertain, potentially infinite process of trying to calibrate a suitable relationship between word and action is what produces, in the play's final scene and in its aftermath, the staging of a dramatic democracy, as writing indigests all the repertoires on-and, indeed, off-the scene.
Anti[c]ke Roman(s)
Claudius, through his appeal to "better wisdoms," and Hamlet, through the "globe," both aspire to well digest the behaviors of their political and theatrical audiences. By the time of the "machine" and the Blurb, the fantasy of rhetorical authority that sustained these aspirations has been undone-indigested-by the duplicity of overwrittenness. The democratic space opened by this indigestion is staged, for example, in the critical response to the outmoded aurality of the supposedly "excellent play"-"This is too long," Polonius complains (2.2.436), and Hamlet, perhaps impatiently, urges the Player to "come to Hecuba" (439)-and finds its climax in Horatio, who brings the play to its "anti[c]ke," democratizing conclusion.
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Horatio is supposed to give the play its final digestion, rescuing Hamlet's "wounded name" (5.2.328) and pacifying "men's minds" lest the opening moments of Fortinbras' regime be afflicted with "mischance / On plots and errors" (378, (383) in the "excellent play." Horatio stumblingly invokes that which he means to avoid.
If Horatio's repertoire of suicide is diverted into one of regime foundation by the duplicity of "antique" Romanness, his repertoires of suicide and of foundation are mocked in turn. Aeneas must share lingual real estate with another theatrical figure: the clown. In all modern editions, Horatio claims to be an "antique Roman," splitting himself between tragic suicide and epic foundation. In the earliest texts-and until the Fifth Quarto, printed in 1637-he was an "anti[c]ke Roman." 27 Horatio might be preparing to kill himself, he might be preparing to tell an epic tale, but he also might be preparing to play the fool (and, quite possibly, to play the fool at killing himself or telling his tale). This generic splicing recalls and reenacts the indecorous recombination of populist clown and elitist "within" staged in the Blurb. It also activates the logic of inheritance and "furnishing forth" we observed above, and not only because Horatio is to crown Fortinbras. In the play, both Aeneas and the clown are marked as passé figures ripe for reform. Neither Polonius nor Hamlet, as mentioned above, would mind a shorter version of Aeneas' speech; the clown, of course, is a major topic of Hamlet's reforming Advice.
By indigestively speaking more than is set down for him, Horatio furnishes forth these two traditions, reanimating them and, finding himself at their confluence, inscrutably projecting them 27 In Q2, the word is printed "anticke"; in the Folio and Q1 as "Antike." "Antique" and "anti[c]ke" were both available as spellings but were used for either meaning. I retain the bracketed " [c] " to highlight the implication of this enunciation with writing and with print. said that "Seneca cannot be too heavy nor Plautus too light" (2.2.336-37). We might also delight at detecting in Horatio's ensuing performance a "variety of ingredients" commensurate with his tongue's inscrutable, "thought-topping" mingling of the "antique" and the "antic" Roman (or, then again, we might argue that Horatio pulls it together and does well by his name; no need to subordinate his repertoire alone!).
Horatio's "anti [c] ke" enunciation situates him as the inheritor of the best the theatre has had to offer and, in doing so, casts him as a new model of theatrical pleasure, one in which we can't be certain which parent's traits are dominant and in which this indecision is precisely the point. He also convenes a kind of long dramaturgical parliament running not only from Plautus to Will Kempe but also from the author to the scribe to the actor to the playgoer to the editor to the printer to the reader in which none of the participants have the repertorial competence to say exactly what work, in that moment, was supposed to be going on. Neither the most virtuosic actor's voice nor the most acute audience's ear can piece out the genre of Horatio's intentions.
But the blame falls too on author's pen, printer's press, and reader's eye. No one in the many stomachs of dramatic production has managed to well digest this "anti[c]ke" sallet, nor could they. Instead, it goes a progress through the guts of the study, the theatre, and the printing house, tongue. In Hamlet, this indigestive progress redesigns drama's participation in performance, from the authoritarian rhetorical fantasies of the first act to the collective pleasures of the last. Its dramaturgy refuses the coercions that allegedly arise at the intersection of writing and performance and, instead, highlights and even celebrates the parties, protests, and debates that flourish there.
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28 An extended indigestion emblematized by the sallet-helmet which would, after all, not only be difficult to digest but could also lead to all sorts of gastric problems if filled with wine and/or poison. 29 On these and other disciplinary alienations, including between theatre/performance studies and the digital humanities, see also Worthen, Shakespeare Performance Studies.
